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GNTIC I INCRAINGLY NTANGLD
with popular culture. Individual are charting
their

genetic

The Age of
Genomes

horocope

and

have

een

captivated  their genetic root. Along with
our DNA, our gene have ecome the ultimate
“preexiting condition” — which can now

 teven Monroe
Lipkin and Jon R.
Luoma
Pulihed 05.17.2016
eacon Pre
256 Page

allegedl e “read” via ancetr teting, prenatal
creening, and medical genome can. ven
forenic ha een tranformed. In purporting
to read what preexit — what i indelile —
thee gene-reading technologie have alo at
time

een

illed

a

prognoticator of everthing

the

ultimate

om health to

wealth to likel time of death. The depth of our
elief in gene ha reached the ear of polic
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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maker, exempli ed  adoption of a recent law
foridding genetic dicrimination in health care
and the work place. igni cantl, thi law drew
upport

om acro the political pectrum and

paed in 2008  a reounding vote of 414-1 in
the Houe and 95-0 in the enate.
Two recent ook — iddhartha Mukherjee’
The Gene: An Intimate History and teven Monroe
Lipkin’ The Age of Genomes: Tales
Lines of Genetic Medicine —

om the Front

ditill

genetic

knowledge for a general audience and explore

UY THI OOK

what i at take in genetic reearch. A profeor
at the Columia Univerit chool of Medicine,
Mukherjee memerized reader with hi 2010
Pulitzer Prize–winning ook The Emperor of All

CINC &
TCHNOLOGY

Maladies: A Biography of Cancer. That ame unique
tle — peronal, empathic, hitorical, and
metaphorical, likened to that of a non ction
novel — i on dipla here. In The Age of
Genomes, teven Monroe Lipkin, a clinical
geneticit in New York, draw

om hi ear in

practice to ring a di erent kind of nuance to
dicuion of medical genetic.
Nuance i preciel what we need in order to
move awa

The Gene
An Intimate History

 iddhartha
Mukherjee
Pulihed 05.17.2016
criner
608 Page

om the naïve aumption that

traightforward link exit etween gene and
complex dieae, and etween gene and
animal cognition or ehavioral trait, uch a
intelligence and peronalit. Not onl do thee
text

provide

that

utlet,

the

al

demontrate how, in mot cae, far more
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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complex multilevel interaction — that include
ut aren’t limited to gene — are at pla in
dieae and in ehavior.
Taken together, thee ook alo clari
nature of the challenge the

the

eld of medicine

face in keeping up with, and emracing, the
deluge of new reearch

nding in genetic.

Toward the end of thi review, I’ll proe the
tate of their relationhip uing the

ght to

treat cancer a an example.
Our

contemporar

UY THI OOK

landcape

promie a we move

i

rife

with

om the era of the

Human Genome Project to it man progen,
like

the

Preciion

Medicine

Initiative

and

CINC &
TCHNOLOGY

private venture like 23andMe. The challenge
for reearcher and ociet at large i to walk a
thin line; it i to capitalize on thoe promie
while

full

undertanding

the

ethical

challenge and limitation of the reearch —
including

the

high

cot

inherent

in

peronalized medicine, the pecter of deigner
aie, and the alwa incomplete nature of
caual explanation.
¤
In The Gene, Mukherjee’ engali famil life et
the tage for hi focuing quetion: where doe
the mental illne of three memer of hi
extended famil come

om and wh did hi

mother and her identical twin di er in o man
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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repect? Thi ackdrop enale Mukherjee to
vicerall and intimatel ground hi main topic:
the cience of heredit — and to take hi
reader through the evolution of the cience.
The

rt

half

of

the

ook

repreent

a

conenu hitor of the gene, taking u
through Gregor Mendel’ pea experiment and
earl view aout the tranmiion of trait, the
hitor of eugenic, the dicover of the
tructure of the DNA molecule, and the race to
equence the human genome. It end with a
rather old declaration of gene a the mater
molecule: “If experimental iolog wa the
‘new muic,’ then the gene wa it conductor,
it orchetra, it aonant re ain, it principal
intrument, it core.” The ret of the ook
preent the gene in le reductionit and more
realitic term a it function in medicine and
human

ehavior

—

including

in

gender,

exualit, intelligence, and illne. For intance,
general intelligence, o en repreented a IQ,
pretend to e a iological qualit that i
meaurale and heritale, when in realit,
Mukherjee

note,

“it

i

[…]

a

meme

maquerading a a gene.” In other word,
however we meaure it, a tet for general
intelligence neceitate the ue of cultural
prioritie in laing the foundation for the
meaurement — it i, thu, a meme, a cultural
mol

or

idea

that

i

paed

through

generation, rather than a meaurale genetic
entit. Thi i not to a that certain apect of
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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intelligence are unin uenced  gene. Mental
illne i imilarl intertwined with culture.
How and wh it appear and reappear acro
generation in Mukherjee’ famil i, a noted
aove, one of hi core quetion. Multiple gene
and complex interaction are at work, ut with
ver low predictive value. Culture matter for
their expreion, and ometime thee illnee
ield unanticipated ene t: “the ver gene
that caue thee illnee can alo, aleit in rare
circumtance, potentiate a mtical form of
creative urgenc that i fundamentall linked to
the illne itelf.” The ame gene, in other
word, can e correlated with diailit and
creativit depending on context.
 ringing the reader up to peed in thi wa
on

current

undertanding

of

genetic,

Mukherjee attack an outdated view of nature
veru nurture, a dualim that continue to
hape pulic attitude aout the caue of
dieae or ehavior. “Nature” i conidered to e
the gene that ou inherit, and “nurture” i
everthing

ele

(upringing,

nutrition, education, etc.). The

environment,
rt prolem

with thi dualim i that it leave out the
wom. xpoure to toxin or to in niteimal
change in natural or nthetic hormone in
the wom can a ect the health or gender
identit of the o pring. The point i that gene
are alwa interacting with the environment in
the wom and eond. “Nature veru nurture”
repreent a fale dichotom. We can all cite an
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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example of a heav moker who wa not
a

icted with lung cancer (in fact onl aout 15

percent of them are). Perhap he had a more
e

cient genomicall grounded ailit to repair

mutation than mot do. Then again, that ailit
in’t

xed over time and can e a ected 

environmental factor. The environment in’t
all-determining, and neither are gene. Not all
women with the reat cancer genetic mutation
will get reat cancer. Wh? Again, the anwer
ma e found in other protective gene or in a
hot of environmental expoure, or, mot
likel, a comination of oth.
Mukherjee

o er

a

nuanced

approach

for

undertanding and tuding thee multilaered
interaction — one in uenced  what’ called
a “complex tem interpretation of genetic
caualit.” Conider twin like Mukherjee’
mother and aunt who “hare familie, live in
the ame home, tpicall attend the ame
chool,

o en

read

the

ame

ook,

are

immered in the ame culture, and hare
imilar circle of

iend,” and et exhiit

unmitakale di erence. He attriute their
di erence

to

“untematic,

idioncratic,

erendipitou event.” ven conjoined identical
twin, like A and rittan Henel, have
ditinctl di erent peronalitie — A i
conidered the feit, tuorn twin, who
chooe

orange

juice

for

reakfat,

while

rittan i the joker of the famil who onl
drink milk. It take illion of genetic event
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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for a fertilized egg to form into a human eing.
For two eparated twin, thoe event will
create all the cell in their odie, including
rain cell, a well a the protein that direct
the development of the fetu. Wh would we
expect thee illion of cell diviion and
protein nthee of two cloel paced fetue
to e aolutel identical? Not even their
ngerprint

are

identical.

And

even

for

conjoined twin, ditinct local event will create
their two rain and the neural circuit that
ma then go on to impact peronalit.
Thi i where tem theor i evoked: “Gene
can decrie the form or fate of a complex
organim in likelihood and poiilitie — ut
the cannot accuratel decrie the form or fate
itelf.” When Mukherjee i puhed to the limit
of explanation, he appeal to metaphor to
cultivate the reader’ intuition: “Gene form the
thread of the we; the detritu that adhere to
it tranform ever we into a ingular eing.”
In other word, our gene do not act alone —
the are not elf-actualizing. The provide a
amework in conjunction with other procee
that determine our phical characteritic or
phenotpe. Whatever happened to the Central
Dogma of molecular iolog: gene encode RNA
to uild protein? Mukherjee recat it a:
Gene encode RNA to uild protein to ene
environment that in uence epigenome that
regulate gene (epigenome are all the protein
and

molecular

pathwa

https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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expreion of gene external to the DNA
equence).
For thoe reader with a modicum of genetic
knowledge gleaned in high chool or college,
Mukherjee’ ook ma contain ome urprie.
Conider, for intance, the rare ut theoreticall
igni cant

condition

of

children

orn

anatomicall and phiologicall female while
having the XY male chromoome in ever cell
of their od. Thi condition, called Androgen
Inenitivit ndrome, i caued  genetic
mutation
prevent

in

their

the

X

chromoome,

odie

om

which

proceing

the

tetoterone the produce. The reult: A genetic
male with female ex characteritic. Mukherjee
alo

explain

how

our

grandparent’

environmental expoure can a ect how our
gene function. From hitorical event uch a
the much-tudied Dutch Hunger Winter (1944–
1945), we now know that our DNA onl tell u
part of the tor of the human condition. In
thi example, not onl were the tarving,
pregnant women and their fetue a ected, ut
depending on the fetu’ period of getation —
the

rt three month of development eing

the mot

agile — future grandchildren had an

increaed

likelihood

of

heart

dieae

and

oeit. Protein called hitone are a likel
mediating factor. Three illion ae pair of
DNA are wrapped around thee protein and
the can act a “witche” turning gene on and
o . The point i that thee witche — whether
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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the’re in the on or o
paed down to u

poition — can e

om the DNA we inherit

om our parent and grandparent. A peron
with tpe 1 diaete might not make enough
inulin ecaue of a mutation in hi pancreatic
ilet cell or ecaue the witche that turn the
cell’ DNA on are defective. In either cae, the
patient i inulin de cient. The “caue” are
di erent, ut the end reult i the ame dieae.
Mukherjee’ gi

for explaining cience tand

up to that of George Gamow, tephen Ja Gould,
or

Lewi

Thoma.

He

cut

through

the

technical complexit and la are fundamental
idea. However, even for omeone a talented a
Mukherjee, the pitfall inherent in cience
communication are ver real. A recent New
Yorker excerpt (Ma 2, 2016)
elicited a trong reaction

om hi ook

om a numer of

prominent cientit who claimed Mukherjee
overimpli ed

the

regulation.

failed

He

mechanim
to

mention

of

gene

protein

(trancription factor) and RNA encoded 
DNA, which are central to gene expreion,
although the are not part of the dicuion of
epigenetic, which wa Mukherjee’ goal in the
article. In addition, he allegedl placed too
much weight on hitone a “genetic witche”
that can e oth inherited and a ected 
environmental expoure. Hi ook ma attract
ome of the ame criticim. The fact i that
providing intuitive undertanding for the la
reader i o en at odd with the nuance of the
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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actual cience-in-the-making, ut thi doen’t
mean that the attempt hould not e made to
illuminate the core principle.
¤
teven

Monroe

Lipkin

dicue

genetic

through a more focued len, demontrating
the medical realitie and applicailit of the
reearch

Mukherjee

genetic dieae

examine.

xploring

om the perpective of a

clinical geneticit, he take the reader through a
Grand Round of clinical genetic anormalitie,
and he

ame hi ook  dividing thee up

into ix “clae” of genetic dieae —

om

thoe that can’t e treated at all (Alzheimer’), to
thoe that could e if we jut knew a little more
(late-onet diaete), to thoe that a ect other
memer of our famil ut not ou (ipolar),
to thoe that can e cured (like ingle-gene
Gaucher dieae). The two remaining clae he
addree: Genetic dieae that are not the
e ect of dieae gene, ut till might a ect
development (like inherited epigenetic tag);
and genetic mutation found on tumor.
eginning

with

imple

monogenic

anormalitie like Gaucher dieae, which can
e treated, he proceed to more complex
dieae
mutation

involving
and

more

proale

than

one

multiple

genetic

gene-gene

interaction. Invoking an analog of hi own,
Lipkin write: “complex trait are a di erent
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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tpe of eat. The are more like a warm of
ee. hooting ullet at a warm of ee no
matter how high preciion the ri e, in’t going
to do much good.” It’ a afe analog and hard
to dipute.
Alzheimer’ i an example of preciel uch a
complex

genetic

dieae,

where

identi ed

mutation, or what are called genetic marker,
indicate a rik ut not a caue. The take in
nding a treatment or at leat delaing the
mptom are huge — the ocietal cot of
caring

for

the

current

5.4

million

U

Alzheimer’ patient i etimated to e $325
illion a ear, and the cot i expected to reach
over half a trillion dollar  2025. How man
dieae are like Alzheimer’? Lot.
With the development of prenatal genetic
diagnoi

(alo

known

a

preimplantation

genetic diagnoi, or PGD, ecaue it i linked
to in vitro fertilization), which can now e done
 extracting fetal cell

om a pregnant

mother’ lood, women (and their familie) are
the locu or agent of choice: the have to
chooe whether the wih to carr to term a
everel geneticall damaged fetu, or indeed
one who ma have a certain proailit of
dieae. A we gain more knowledge of how the
gene we inherit can a ect our health, the
quetion regarding how far we puh for PGD to
eliminate proailitic rik, including thoe for
adult onet dieae like Alzheimer’, ecome
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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ever more clinicall real and morall preing.
And while PGD ha not met with ocietal
diapproval thu far, new method of gene
editing could cro an ethical oundar: human
germline gene therap, for intance, could open
the door to “deigner aie” — which will
egin innocentl enough with “gene dieaeee” aie, ut then fall into lipper lope
terrain.
Lipkin ring a peronal face to thee iue 
dicuing the anguih of parent who will do
almot anthing to avoid a geneticall dieaed
child.

The

approved

ritih
a

have

alread

technique

for

o

ciall

preventing

mitochondrial anormalitie in the mother’
egg

om reaching her neworn. Thi involve

replacing

the

mitochondrial

cell

of

a

propective mother with thoe of a donor,
reulting in a o-called three-genome a. It
ound

traightforward,

ut

once

PGD

in

conjunction with in vitro fertilization and gene
editing ecome availale for preventing genetic
dieae,

then

genetic

enhancement

or

peronalized eugenic ma e untoppale.
GenePeek i a compan that matche donor
egg or perm with that of a propective parent
to

avoid

more

than

a

thouand

eriou

condition that could arie when two receive
gene meet. A the claim on their weite, “we
are

all

ilent

carrier

of

dieae-cauing

mutation.” It i etimated that human carr
aout 400 dieae-cauing receive mutation,
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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ut onl on average two that are lethal to a
child.
For

me,

the

mot

compelling

chapter

in

Lipkin’ ook dicue a cancer patient whoe
tumor were exhiiting protein encoded 
gene with “pelling error” — another wa of
aing that the gene have mutation. It i here
that we egin to learn how medical education i
failing to keep up with reearch. To undertand
illne,

according

to

Lipkin,

tudent

and

doctor mut grap the interacting tem of
anatom, cell iolog, and genetic. The mut
undertand the technolog that make the latet
development poile — and alo undertand
the reult and limitation of the data it
produce.

A

ome

of

hi

fellow

clinical

geneticit have put it in a recent pulication:
The

complexit

of

clinical

equencing

report might e prone to miinterpretation
 nongeneticit phician, leading to overor underetimation of the dieae rik
aociated with a given variant. uch reult
might

prompt

phician

to

order

an

expenive cacade of follow-up diagnotic
tet,

each

with

it

own

potential

complication, rik to the patient, and
cot.
However, even Lipkin — a clinical geneticit at
the cutting edge of hi

eld — how himelf to

e at rik of falling ehind. When dicuing
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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cancer reearch, he emed himelf in the
orthodox

om which Mukherjee, for intance,

i lowl departing. Thi i clear when he
write: “ince we now know that cancer i
fundamentall a dieae of damaged DNA, thi
knowledge i changing the paradigm that
phician and cientit ue to approach the
diagnoi and treatment of cancer.” ut thi
approach to undertanding cancer i currentl
diputed. Roert Weinerg, profeor of cancer
reearch at MIT, and world authorit on the
caue of cancer, acknowledge that the omatic
mutation theor of cancer — “DNA mutation
in a ingle cell caue cancer” — i far too
implitic and that a more realitic approach
lie in a tem iolog paradigm that involve
undertanding
channel.”

Other

“intercellular
iologit

even

ignaling
quetion

whether mutation are a necear condition
for cancer. According to one view, cancer i a
dieae of cell gone awr; in another, it i a
reakdown of tiue organization. The latter
view i upported  evidence that tumor cell
iolated

om an animal with cancer, when

tranplanted to an animal without cancer,
ecome

normalized,

uggeting

tiue

interaction (uch a a reakdown of cell to cell
communication acro laer of tiue), and not
mutagenic cell, are the caue. A cientit
move awa

om the magic ullet approach to

attacking cancer cell, the challenge i to

nd

new therapie aed on tumor ecolog — the
microenvironment urrounding the tumor —
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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rather than to

nd oncogene (gene that have

the potential to caue cancer).
ut for clinical geneticit, mutation are the
fundamental

marker

for

undertanding

dieae. In term of tackling cancer, thi focu
on mutation — fueled  the rapid growth and
promie

of

equencing

technolog

—

ha

hindered progre in tem iolog. At a 2012
meeting of cancer pecialit at the World
Oncolog Forum in Lugano, witzerland, the
general conenu wa that, even a er 40 ear,
we are not winning the war againt cancer.
Lipkin provide an inider’ look at how
peronalized gene equencing i increaingl
driving

cancer

Peronalized

therap

gene

to

it

equencing

detriment.
ha

indeed

proven ucceful for ingle gene dieae like
Gaucher dieae or ctic

roi. ut for

complex dieae like cancer and autim, caual
explanation, much le for prediction, remain
a pipe dream.
Though Lipkin doe not emrace the path
Weinerg and Mukherjee promote with tem
theor and tem iolog, he lean in the
right direction  taking u through a tapetr
of actual cae in clinical genetic and arguing
for kepticim. He make clear that unle ou
are carring a monogenic mutation, don’t count
on predictive genetic equence — or, a he
put it: “if a doctor or genetic profeional tell
ou he or he know what i going to happen
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/genome-tea-leaves/
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[ om our genome tea leave,]

nd another

health-care provider.”
¤
Sheldon Krimsky is the Lenore Stern Professor of
Humanities & Social Sciences in the Department of
Urban & Environmental Policy & Planning, School of
Arts and Sciences at Tu s University and adjunct
professor in the Department of Public Health and
Community Medicine at the Tu s School of Medicine.
His most recent book is tem Cell Dialogue: A
Philoophical & cienti c Inquir into Medical
Frontier.
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